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Aporia is a playful and stimulating
2-player strategy game that beckons
guests of all ages to its curious puzzle.
Materials
Walnut Wood
Corian Stone
Board Dimensions
22 inches wide
12 inches tall

Aporia
Pl ayful puz zlement

View Rules
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Friends turn foes in Aporia,
a puzzle that challenges
strategy, memory, and the
limits of a collaborative duel.

The race is on to use your pieces to move
diagonally along the unique sub-grid or jump
into a winning position.
The puzzle can only be solved by first conquering your own
platform. But, on your way to victory, be careful, as your
opponent fights to lock you out of a move!
Simple, consistent rules make this puzzle game a dramatic,
interactive centerpiece in a home or office.
This board game is designed to elevate four
floating platforms that are held together
an angled grid accented in its own color.
The game is anchored by its pyramid base
crafted in solid wood.
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Obelisk is an ideal starter game, with
simple, basic rules that reveal a wonderfully
engaging and momentous game of
strategy and structure.
Materials
Walnut Wood
Corian Stone
Board Domensions
18 inches wide
16 inches long
8 inches tall

Obelisk
Build something magnificent

View Rules
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A premium walnut
game board and tactile,
handcrafted Corian stones
invite players to build their
obelisks while challenging
their attention and planning.

While most board games are
played on the two dimensions of
a plane, Obelisk challenges your
strategy beyond the third and into
the fourth dimension, adding
axes of verticality and time to your
geometry. Beginners can open

their minds with playful free reign
to construct their stones into a
grand obelisk, while advanced
players can focus their attention on
maintaining careful symmetry and
producing an exacting architecture
of color and shape.
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Argonaut’s Wheel is a running-fight
style strategy board game that tests
memory, attentiveness, and perception.
Materials
Walnut Wood
Corian Stone
Board Domensions
24 inches wide
9 inches tall

Argonaut’s Wheel
voyage against time
View Rules
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A game of simple rules and
positioning using “time”
as the ultimate leveler,
players must chart out
their course in order
to capture their
opponent’s cone first!

This circular, handcrafted wooden
board is designed to rotate, as
players are emboldened to use a
revolution during their turn, as a
substitute for moving a piece. The
game board’s playing surface–
resembling the layers and rings of a
tree trunk–accentuates the game’s
eight stations, as players race to
move cones and discs into attack
position.
Each player controls two discs and
one cone, exquisitely hand carved
out of different color natural stone.
Each player is only in control of
the three stations in front of them.
So, players must do their best to
anticipate the wheel’s movement
-one revolution at a timeand where
pieces will eventually end up, in
order not to befall the ultimate fate
of the wheel.
Discs and cones stack atop each
other, as cones are used to kill other
pieces and ultimately win the game.
Argonauts Wheel will push your
mind to plan ahead
and foresee multiple outcomes and
contingencies that lie ahead. Players’
biggest disadvantage is not their
opponent, but time itself!
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Materials
Walnut Wood
Corian Stone
Solid Marble

Blockade

Board Dimensions
xx inches wide
xx inches tall

retreat to advance

View Rules

A territory control game where players
claim empty squares by walling off
sections from their opponent, giving
an almost claustrophobic feel.
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Players move and jump, stack, and then retreat
in order to win this counterintuitive, tug of
war-style territory control game.
As play-space continually shrinks, the game doesn’t
end until one player’s king traverses to the other end,
or a player’s left without a move.
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About

SE2OND
New York based,
SE2OND is a
game design and
development
company, founded
by Brandon Smart
and Adam Ciffone in
2017.
Since founding the
company, SE2OND
designed and
handcrafted 5 of
its original games:
Ace Tabula, Aporia,
Obelisk, Blockade, &
Argonaut’s Wheel.

Brandon

Adam

Architect, SE2OND Game
Designer, Founder

SE2OND Inventor,
Founder

Brandon is the Creative
Director and the second part of
SE2OND.

Adam’s the founder of SE2OND
and lead game inventor.

Smart

Professionally, he works as
a lead designer at a global
architecture firm in New York
City.
Brandon brings his visionary
design eye, craftsmanship, and
material aesthetic to create a
gaming experience that reflects
he game character hidden
within each SE2OND game.
Brandon has limited free
time to spare. Always one to
balance freelance gigs while
maintaining pace with his day
job. In his downtime he enjoys
outdoor activities: fly fishing,
camping, snowboarding,
golfing, anything that gets him
off the grid!

Ciffone

Prior to starting SE2OND he
spent over 14 years on Wall
Street, working within
various Legal, Risk, Audit, and
Compliance functions.
Adam’s passion for rules,
structure, and organization,
have driven him to constantly
challenge the mind through
gameplay; curating new and
novel games that strike a
perfect balance between skill
and luck.
In his spare time, he enjoys
reading and writing poetry,
redecorating his minimalistic,
five hundred square foot
studio; brainstorming new
game ideas, and discovering
(or rediscovering) unique
furnishings at antique thrift
shops.
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